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,, Synopsis
A river basin acts as a low pass filter in the prediction process and.
becomes an arnplifier for high frequehcy bands in the deteetion process.
First, theore'tical considerations,are Tnade about the deteetion process for a

basin of the eascade‑connected linear reservoirs. Theoretically speaking, the
possibility of obtaining the time function of input depends on the functional
form of the output and on the order of the system or the number of linear reser‑
volrs.,

An approximate method of calculation by which the Fourier inverse transforrn
of the detected input funetion is always integrable is presented. Results of.
calculations using field data are described as illustrative examples. The author
points out that the precision of the detected values of the input decreases
markedly if even a small error is contained in the rneasurements of the output.
Then, the author investtgates the relation of turbulence characteristics of
natural strearns to the error in velocity measurements which must be a signigicant
factor affecting the tota'1 error in discharge rneasurernents. It is pointed out
that the error in velocity measurements can be decreased appreciably if the
observationaX period at a point is prolonged by a small fractton of time.

I. rntroduction
The use of the transforrn methods in runoff systems analysis has been mainly
made for the processes of identification qnd,prePiction and few attempts have
been rnade for the detection process. However, it becomes often necessary both in
practical designs and in research to detect the precipitation, which happens to
be missed, from the runoff records and a given systeiii function, To this end, it
is important to investigate a methodology of the deteetion process.
' tt' tt
In'the p;ediction
proces$ a risrer basin is a low pass fUter. To the
eontrqry, it.aets as an ainplifier for high frequeney bands in the detection
proceiss. The rate of amplification. would depend on the functional form of output
and on the frequeney charactertstic$ of the bastn system. Since the shorter the
duration of a pulse in the output the wtder the Fourier spectrum becornes, an
error of short duration in discharge measurements would result in the detection
process. This faet brings forth various problerns whieh should be studied before
the detection process in runoff systems analysis comes into operation.
The total error in discharge rneasurements in natural streams cornes from
various origins. The turbulence in streams Tnust be a Signifieant factor among
therft. The relationship between the error of the mean velocity observed at a
point and the period of observation will be derived from the power spectra of
Veloeity fluctuations, This kind of research is an essential basis in obtaining
the precise records of stream discharge which are especially necessary in the
caleulation of the detection process.
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2. Theoretical considerations
Let us consider a basin system whieh consists of a linear reservoir eascade

with n elements. The systems frequency function G(tu) is given by
o

G(.)‑[,.xj.)" ' ' a)

'

where to:angularfrequeney

X : storage factor (reciprocal of storage eonstant)
j : imaginary unit
n : number of linear reservoirs

In the frequeney domain, the Fourier transform of input I(as) is related to
the output Q(tu) with

I(to)=Q(u))IG(tu) (2)
Since the tirne fun'ction of input I(t) must be a causal function, the
absolute value of ･I(to) must be square‑integrable:
'
'‑1

co 2

i...II(al)ldal̀co ' (3)

'
'
Thus, the function Q(to) must be' at least such that
'
'

Q(tu)=o{G(tu)} .･‑ (tu++co) (4)
'

where o=Landaunotation,whichrneans
Q(al)IG(w)+o foree.+co
It is not neeessariiy true that an arbitrary output function always satisfies
condition (4). This will be shown by the following illustrative examples.
Suppose that a triangular pulse shown in Fig. 1 is given as the output at

time t= to . The Fourier transform pair is

QB(t‑t.) ‑ 4sing,,2,B‑L22‑ .‑joto (s)
Thus, the time functions of input for the single reservoir system (n = 1)
and two cascaded reservoirs sy.stern (n = 2) are given by equations (6) and (7),
Eiag,ILe‑rssgrMo2rmsMsSem

i(t)=‑llf:4Si:itDXB/2(xcostoto+ulsinalto)cos..tdalt.o (6)
.9wLg .ga!cAdgd‑rgs2ryo.ll'rE Erygt2m‑

i(t)=￡IIIi4Sxiei.2B/2[(x2‑al2)eoscDto+2xeesintuto]:o.scosdal (7)
'
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Equation (6) is integrable because the integrand on the right hand side
sattsftes condition (4). In Fig. 2 result$ of numerical calculation for two
cases described in the follow±ng table are shown. For this problem Laplace
transform is more convenient to investigate the functional form of X(t).
Indeed, iRput function I(s) is giyen by

i(s)=Q(s)+flr.Ilr[eM(to"B)S/2m.‑(to+B)s/2]2 (s)
'
Table: Conditions for numerical calculation
Case
‑1X(hr)

B(hr)
t.(hr)
Atu(radianlhr)
"}max(radian/hr)
I(comax)1I(tu>max

1

(Fig. 2a)

O.1
1.0
10.0
o.os
150
O.O09

Case

2

(Fig. 2b)
o 'i
1 .o

20 .o
o .05

150
O15

o.

'

cDmax means the highest value of frequency over which I(to) is

truncated.I(tu)maxisthemaximumvalueofI(al) '

Equation (8) shows that I(t) is the sum of the output Q(t) and two successive
rectangular pulses with different sign (positive and negative). The height of
reetanglular pulses is amplified by the factor 1/BX .
,,,..Il:2･li:,:?･2,lnge,g,S9.F8X::gS.fig:rgf:s:.glg,e",Ry,fi2"#gg:",,E6g,i2,ga:cix::;:g,at

caleulation.

Fig. 2b shows the effect of truncation error.
'
Contrary to equation (6), however, equation (7) is not integrable as will
be easily recongnized.
For the' next example we shall consider the output to be a rectangular pulse

asshowninFig.3.Thetimefunctiops;(t),are: ･.
Eil}gle‑rgsgryoir.sMsSeg!

i(t) = iil l[l 2SiEiWB (xcostuto + tusinu}to)cosaltdal (g)
t>o
.i!wg .gaEeadgd‑rgs.grMolr.E. ffyEtgm‑

I(t)=llf[i‑2?X{l}l;!iiiWB[(x2‑‑tu2)coswto+2xcostntuto]cosottddi (lo)

t>o

It is easily seen' that both solutions are rneaningless unless the concept of

distributions is introduced. For instance, I(to) for equation (9) is
1)

Papoulis, A., "The Fourier Integral and its Application", McGraw‑Hill,
1962, p･ 30
.3
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I(w)=2Sii]tuBeptjtuto+i!2sintoBeptjtuto ' ' ''(11)
'
' '
Obvtously,
the first term of the right hand side is Q(al)e']jtutO.' The trahsforrii
patr for the second term is obtained by considering the syrnrnetrical character2)

i}[6{t‑(t.mB)}‑6{tdi(t.+B)}]Nil'2sinwBeinjcoto a2)
Consequently, the time function I(t) is
' .'I(t) := Q(tmt'o) + :IIL [6{tm(tomB)} 'rp 6{tbl(to+B)}] (13)

The function l(t) given by equation (13) is shown in Fig. 3.
As stated above the evaluation of the inverse Fourier transform is not
always easy even under relatively simple conditions. Consequently, in the
detection pirocess for actual basin systems under more complicat,ed circurnstances
it is necessary to develop a method of numerical calculation especially su±table

for computer caleulations'. '.

3. Presentation of a method of numerical calculation
A neeessary and sufficient eondition for a square‑integrable function
ggntu'IiiioOn3SO be the Fourier speetrum of a causai fun,ctipn is the pale.y‑wiener

Icoin,.mpi"tu dtòco ' '.(i")
'
Consequently, the absolute value of I(tu) detected must satisfy condition (14).
'

tt
A method of numerical calculation which satisfies the Paley‑Wten,er
con‑
dition is as follows:
Approximating the output Q(t) by a polygon as shown in Fig. 4a, and
differentiating twice,
Q(u)) = ‑ '[il:r {(t2kiti) einJtuti + (tiit2) e‑jtot2 + ''e"'

iC,i

+(tnmtn"1) eptjditn} as)

" dìilir {QR(co) "" jQx(al)}

'

' Qx(tu) : real and imaginary part of ‑Q(to)'al2
where qR(tu),

2)
3)

C‑fe i), p･ l4
eef. 1), pp･ 215‑217
.4
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Approxituating the impulse response

4b ana 'differentiating oncee
G(tu)

G(t) by step functions as shown in Fig.

= sitlt [kleMjtutl + k2e"jtot2 +.eee + kne'Mjtotn]

(16)

= ny k {diGx(tu) + jGR(to)}

where

GR(to), Gx (to) :

rea! and imaginary part

of ‑‑G(tu)･cJ

Consequentlys
r(tu)

":

i.li " twt ‑K}x {(thQRGx+QxGR) mj(QRGR+QxGx)}

(17)

As will be seen in equations (l5) and (16)
1

QR
ls
Qx
it2‑tli it3‑t2'

I1 I+l 21

+ e‑e l‑t‑‑!E!L‑‑‑1

}tn‑'tn‑i

(18)

( :‑M,. a positive finite value)
G

l, Rl

s lk,1 + lk2I + eee iknl

(19)

x
( :N, a positive finite value)

Therefore

ltuI(al)ls‑G‑K] (!k,apositivefinitevalue) (2o)
RX
Thus
tt

A(al)=Ii(co)lslklall (2i)

Consequently,

.ism±.‑I!EitfA{iSii)‑L+. =.igm±.agi+.=o (22)
The Paley‑Wiener condition is, thus, satis￡ied.

Though the Paley‑Wiener condition does not immediately mean that I(al) has
a causal inverse, it is perrnissible to regard the inverse transform of I(to) as

an approximation of a causal function 1(t) because an actual runoff systern in
which !(t) must be a causal function is being considered.
Numerlcal examples for the Teshio rirver basin are shown in Figs. S and 6.
A po±nt to be worthy of note is the faet that much attention should be paid to
the high frequeney dornains of output and basim system function, since the

.s

6

function' I(t), in many cases, spreads up ･to a considerably high frequency･domain

because of its relatively short duration. ･･

Zn Fig. 5 the values of G(co) calculated from two flood records at the
Pifuka gaging station4) are compared, It is found that curves of G(tu) are
nearly ident±cal for al < O.6 and the system frequency function for this basin
ean be assigned, if necessary. However, for co > O.6 it is difficult to
prescribe a precise value of G(tu), since the small fiuctuations on the G(tu)
curve seem to be rather random. These fluetuations would probably be due to the
observational errors eontained in I(t) and Q(t). The absolute value of G(al)
for to > O.6 is damped so smaU that the effeet of errors in observations would
become evident.
A typical example is found in the G(bl) curve for flood No. i shown in Fig.
5. A distinct fluctuation in the G(to) eurve is observed for to between 1.0
and 1.3. In this range of w, the absolute value of I(ut) is particulary
small, so that a small change in the value of Q(to) has an appreciable effeet on
the vaiue of G(tu). Indeed, the order of magnitude of IQ(co)l in this range of
tu is 10Ml mm. On the one hand, the total rainfall for flood No. 1 is 23.7 mm.
Consequently, if there is an error pulse in the discharge measurement corres‑‑ '
g8:g:IG,tg.::Zrfl:C:9:,ei.Y..2s5.i,.:f.;hfi.Efl:･:t,2fggCti6e(.;7t"f:,ilg,iEfi.Fe::2r.,

G(to) is very changeable.
In most cases the systems frequeney function G(ed) ts darpped faster than
Q(tu) and I(to). And, as stated above, it is usually difficult to presicribe the
precise value of G(tu) for tu > toc, where alc is a truncation frequency. For
thts reason, a funetion P(t) which is an approximate estimate of I(t) iS
PiOtt Te hd ei ?.F.i8E{･og' p(t) is .btained by the fonowing way5), if i(al)' is
trurieated above a constant tuc and the resulting function is designated by P(e)

P(co)=I(to)palc(to)=O 1alI>to. (23)
'

where ptoc(tu):truncationfilter
The inverse transform P(c) can be found by expanding P(tu) into a Fourier

seriesinthe(‑‑toc,coc)interval:
. '
'

'
P(to)=S A.e‑j""tu/alC
(24)

n==‑co

wher'e
'

AnlF'2il].I‑tu.9.･p(to)ej""to/cocdtu .''･.. . ...('2s)
'

P(t) is, then, given by

'

p(t)=;l;' .:/‑. An SiligeElli"T) (26)

4)
. 5)

Yamaoka, I., Fujita, )i, Evaluation of Simulation Mbdels For River Runoff
Through Niquist Plots, Proc, Vol. 1, 13th I.A.H.R., Kyoto, 1969, pp. 171‑180.
c･f･ !) p･ 59
.6
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From the above we have
P(eq']

tu A

cn

(27)

r
The function P(t)

is related
P(t)

‑ rf‑

to I(t) by
sintoc(t‑b‑T)
I(t)
dT

(28)

"(t‑T)

For sufficiently large wc we have

r(t) or P(t) (29)
The values of rainfall deteeted by the above method are shown in Figs. 6(a)
and (b) by the dotted line. Owing to the truncation error the total rainfall
detected is not identical with the total rainfall. Then, the detected value was
eorrected to make the total rainfall detected be equal to the total rainfal16).
The results are shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b) by the solid line.
4.

Considerations to the precigion of velocity

measurernents .ln natural streams7)

4.1 Variance‑duration curve for the mean velocity
The precision of velocity measurements in natural streams depends on the
duration of the observation. The mean velocity V observed at any point dur;ng
a time Tsk is considered as a stochastlc quantity the distribution of which is a
function of T*. The relation between the variance of U and the observational
period T* is ealled
as the variance‑duration curve and given by

C(T.)=W.2 Ili" (T.‑T)RE(T)dT (3o)
where C(Tk):varianceofineanvelocityobservedduringTk

C(O) : variance of Tnean velocity for Trk = O, that is
the square'of turbulence intensity of the flow
RE(T) : auto‑correlation function of the velocity fluctu‑
ation Subscript Edesignates theEulerian
correlations

For Tk )E> TE, where TE is the Eulerian integral
fco RE(T)dT , equation <30) gives

tirne scale defined by TE =

o

gg, gi,, =2e' (‑2k'.)

(31>

6) Total rainfall is obtained by (Total runoff heightlRunoff coefficient).
If the runoff coefficient is a function of total rainfall, it is sornetimes
the case, all the calculations should be done with the effective rainfall.
7) Kishi, T., Mori, A., and Hirayarna, K., Study on the Mechanics of Turbulence
in Relation to the Analysis of the Accuracy of Velocity Measurements in
natural Rivers, Rept. Faeulty of Eng., Hokkaido Univ., July, 1970 (in
Japanese)
.7
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where Lx is the macro scale of turbu!ence defined by Lx = UTE.
rt is' noticed from equation (31) that no other length scale relating to the
geometry of the river section is contained in C(Trk)' when TE or Lx/U is .
eonsidered as the unit of time scale. Equation (31) is an important relation in
the eonsideration of the generalized expressions for turbulence characteristics in
natural strearns.

As is well known, the followipg relations hold between the auto‑correlation

functionandthepowerspectrum: .

'
'
RE(T)":ltlTI[]E(f)cos2TfTdf'
'' (32)

,E(f?.=:.Gy?J[iRE{;}f,os2ufTdT , .,. '(33)
･/

'

tt

.t..ttlt/.11/ttt/.!li.+.t/t .. .

Ii'ttt/11t't'/'t'lt''tttt' t' t '
where' ' '･L'･･‑･,･‑･‑‑･･
E(f}'ti :.OW.:li,.e'.At''t/.t//･//16‑ti,Al'.de"sityofturbulence

.',' '

u2 : energy of turbulence, that is square of turbulence

intensity,, .. ,. ..
Since E(O) = 4u2TE, the relation of E(f)lu2TE v.s. TEf is the normalized
power spectrum of turbulence. When the normalized power spectrum is approximated
by an exponential function its functional forTn should be8)
,･ 1

‑ mpz4exp{‑4TEf}''
.' (34)'
u2TE ' ''
tt

'
t tt
Substituting equation (34) into equation (30) thru equat±on (32) and integrating
‑!
[i‑i({il}>‑o)
=2tai]. w‑pa. ' (3s)

･ where

t/

al = JL e'22t!Eny

2 TE
'
4.2 Comparison with the field measurernents
,.,,,X;lo;lsg.r?e#figrsm,2･2g:.w;I･.e.ee:ggrefig ,':,;h;Is.;ix･fir2,t'g g.osk%gs.miF.the ,

' 100 m wide and around
Ishikari river at Hashimoto‑‑cho station which is more than
3 m deep was selected as an exarnple of large scale channel. The Chitose river
at A,and B stations which is‑ around 30 m wide and im deep is the example of
a moderate channel. The Shin river which is 10 m wide and O.5 m deep is an
example of a small scaie channel.
For the Aormaliz.ed power spectra, a coinparison pf equation (34), shown as a
dasned curve, with field rneasurements i,s shown in Fig. 7. 't'n spi.te of a wide .
range of variety in the geometry of gaging stqtions equbtio'n '(34) agrees ,.

favorabl}l,.withthefieldmeasurements. ,, ....,,. .. ., ,. ,
'
8) c.f. 7>,

''

'
tttt
t
･‑

8

'
t tt
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The theoretical variance‑duration curve of C(T*)IC(O) versus Tik/TE
gtven in equation (3S) is compared with field measurements in Fig. 8. The solid
line in,. the figure shows equation (35) and the dotted line shows the ‑asyrnptotic

relation (31). It is seen that equation (35) agrees favorably with the field

measprementsandequation(31)isalsoapplieableforTt/TE>IS,.. ''
'

･ ･. /,.1

' T,E. or'
'
In the discussions so far, the rnagnitude of the integral
time scale

the rnacro scale of turbulence Lx has not yet been mentioned. These･quantities
presurnably show a cornplicated dependence on the depth of water. The scale,of the
vortices in an open channel flow will mainly be contrQlled by the water depth if
the water depth is small. However, if the water depth is large the scale of

vortieeswillberelatedtothewidthoftheflowaswell..･
/'
The data of measurements shown in Figs. 7 and 8 were all obtained during

a
low water period. Therefore, the water depth would be the gontrolling length of
the vortices. Fig. 9 shows the variation of Lx/H , where H is the water
depth, with ZIH , where Z ts the height above thebottom. Rough,values･.of
Lx/H range from 3 to 4, though they increases from the bottorn towards the
surface. Thus, the rough estimation of TE is (3 ･v 4).H/U .

4.3lmportanceofinereasingtheprecisioninvelocitymeasurernents ,

tt

'
rn the previous chapter, the author pointed out that' a specially high ' f･
precision in the output data is necessary in the operation of the deteetion
processr The total .error contained in the ovtput rneasurements cornes .f,rom various
origins. However, there is no doubt that the error in velocity measurements is '
one of an irnportant factor among them. Especially, for high water the discharge
measurements must be of high reliability, since the number of data from which the
stage‑diseharge relationship is derived is usually lirnited.
With this respect, the author would like to call attention to a blind spot
in the hydrometric praetive. For instance, in the ''Gvide to Hydrometeorological
Praetiee", edited by W.M.O in 1965, only a space ,of nine words which follow is
devoted to the observational period in velocity measurements.
"The velocity is observed . . . . . by conuting the number of revolutions of
the rotor durin a eriod of not less than 60 seconds.
The author would like to propose the following standard for the obser‑
vational period in velocity measurements:

Tk ) 5TE
According to the above standard ,the, st'andard deviation of the observed mean
velocity at a point Will be decreased to 50 % of the turbulence intensity, that
is r.m.s of the velocity fluctuation of the flow. In the present practive of
velocity measurements, the observational period for flood runoff would be at

T" cr T

E

If the above evaluation is not wrong, the stap,dard deviation of the observed =.:ean

velocity is as great as 90 Z of the turbulence intensity. I￡ we wish to decrease
the value of standard deviation to 50 % of the turbulence intenSity by increasing
the number of observation points, the observation points h‑ave to be increased
more than three times the number of the original points. , .
As will b.e recongnized, it is important and useful t6 enact a standard for
the practice of velocity Tneasurements by which the required pre.cision is attained.

.9
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･ 5. Conclusion ･,,
rn･ ,this paper, mathematical considerattons were made for the detection '
. of the Fourter transform function
process in runoff systems anaZysis. The value
of the ±nput to be detected shoutd be calcuiated in the frequeney dornain with
prectsion up to a htgh frequency regton of as in order to detect the detailed
form of the input function. HOwever, the above is not aiways easy because the
Fourier spectra of the output and the systems frequency function decay to smail
value in' the relatively low frequency region of at' and, consequently, the value'
of the Fourier spectra are disturbed by various noises in the high frequency
domain. The fact that no methods sueh as the cross‑correlation methdd in the
identificat±on process are found to eliminate the effects･of noise would be a '
diffieulty in the detection proeess. This fact will be understood thtough the
eXamples given in chapter 3. In this meaning, a high precision in the discharge
measurements is especialiy necessary in the detection process and a discusston

concerning the hydrometric practice was presented. '
tt

'
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' Ltl!̀EE‑.9tl‑Slt!!!!I!)!E‑t fS bl

･･ ･A(co) cr square‑integrable function;
B= duratibn of pulse;

C(T") = variance of mean velocity observed during T*;
E(f) = power spectral density of turbulence;

f" ￡requency; ･

G(to) =

systemsftequericyfunetion;' '

GR(W), Gx(to) s real and imaginary parts of ‑G(al)'al;

H= water depth;
I(to) = Fourier tran$form of input;
I(to)max " maximum value of !(tu);
j= imaginary unit;
Lx '‑‑ maero scale of turbulence;
n# number of linear reservoirs;
apptoximate estimate of I(t);
Ptuc(w) ., truncation filter;
Q(to) = Fourier transform of output;

, P(t)'=

QR(co), Qx(us) # real and tmaginary parts of ‑q(es)ut2;

RE(T) = auto‑‑correlation function of velocity fluctuation;
s ‑‑ parameter of Laplace transforrn;

･ '

t"

time;

duration of observation;
'T*= Euierian
integral tiine seale;
TE'=
g: mean velocity;

angular velocity; ,

CDmax = truncation frequeney;
･x= storage faetor (reciprocal of storage eOnstant); and
6= Diracfs delta function.
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DISCUSSION

e‑ ･･･
V. T. CHOW,

In order to irnprove the theoretical accuracy of the proposed' standard for
the observational period, l,tr.'may b.e. desirablg to.g.ornputei'E from observed data on

velocity fluctuation. 'I'hen, there will be a need to propose another standird for
the measurernent of the' velbcity fluctuation.･'It･is al'so' impOrtant tb note that
there is an upper cbnstraint for the time of･rnea'su' rement. If the'time of‑', /.
observation is too long, the measured data at any point will be greatly affect'ed
by the rapid change in velocity due to unsteady nature of the flow particularly

at flood stages.･ ,,, ,,

J. W. DELLEUR

tt
t systems,lln
Dr. Kishi'S paper sheds a new light on the 'applicationtt
of tt
linear
hydrology･

s'.

The elassical applications have been the derivation of the kernel function
and the output prediction for a given input･ and kernel, '.Dr. Kishi addresse$'' .,,'
himself to the important but less studied problem of the input detection and of ,
the error propagation in such calculations. Little is known about error propagation
in hydrologic linear system identification and detection. Laurenson and O'Donnelll
have studied the error sensitivity of several methods of derivation o' f the unit
hydrograph due to errors of different types in the input and output data. Blank,
Delleur, and Giorgini2 have studied the effect of eTxors in the kernel function , ･
on the output. By means of a perturbation analysis they found that for typical
circumstances an error in the kernel is reduced by a faetor varying from 116 to
1125 in the calculated output. Conversely, it wcu;d appear that an error in the
output would be magnified in the derived kernel. This point is now confirmed'and
amplified in Dr. Kishi's paper which shows that rather srnall erroTs in the 6utput

data rnay reduce the precision of identified inputs. ･

The author then bridges the gap between the sciences of hydrology and
turbulence as the latter phenomenon may be the source of errors which propagate
in the identification of the hydrologic system input. Mandelbrot and Wallis3
have suggested that the difference between hydrology and turbulence lies in the
the difference in the frequencies of interest, say up to one cycle for the foimer
and above for the latter. Dr. Kishi has now added a new concepr of unity between

thetwosciencesoftenregardedasunrelated. ., ,
The results of the measurements of turbulence spectra in natural streams
shown in Fig. 7 are of a different order of magnitude frorn those nor;nally measured
l:,W:;9･I,fi2:3 ll?･,̀2e,,g2R･2r,gg2Tg gi8h.,h2,tsEi} .alllfiY･XM?t.g:Sg..;.E2C7",&gi"Sg,2Y.,

the energy is contained at frequencies below 10 cycles per second. Sinilar
conclusions have been obtained by Raichlen6 and by Richardson and McQuivy7 for
measurements in laboratory flurnes. Figure 7 shows that most of the energy is .
contained in frequencies for which

fT

̀O.1 or f<O･1 .

ET E

If we assume a water depth, H, of 2 meters and a mean velocity, U, of O.5rn!sec,
and that the Eulerian tirne scale is of the order of 5 HIU, then TE = 20 sggs ;' I
tt
and f = O.O05 cps. This extremely low frequency brings the question as.to.the.
, '
.17
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appropriateness of the,current meter for turbulence measurement in view of the
relatively large time constant of this instrument. Some but few measurements o' f
turbulence with hot film anernometers have been made in rivers and in the ocean.

ttE.M.,
t and 'O!･ Donnell, T.: "Data Error Effects
tt
'
ILaurenson,
in Unit Hydrograph
Derivation," Jourpal of t!ie Hydraulics Division, ASCE, Vol. 9S, No. HY6, Nov. 1969.
2Blank, D.; Del･leur, J.W.; and Giorgini, A.: "Oscillatory Kernel Functions in
Linear Hydrologic Models," Paper H58, AGU Annual Meeting (Abstract in EOS, Trans.
AGU. Vol. 51, No. 4, April 1970), Submitted for publication in Water Resources
'

Research.
･･.J.R.: "Noah, Joseph, and Operational Hydrology,"
3}vlandelbrot, B., and Wallis,

Water Resources Research, Vol. 4, No. 5, pp. 909, 1968.
4Kisiel, I. T.; Delleur, J. W.; and Rao, Ramachandra A.: "Turbulence (tharacteris‑
tics of Overland Flow," to be presented at the International Association for
Hydraulic Research, XIV Congress, Paris, Aug. 29‑Sept. 3, 1971.
5Kisiel, I. T.: "An Experimental Investigation of the Effect of Rainfall on the
Turbulence Characteristics･of Shallow Water Flow," Ph.D. Dissertation, School of
Civil Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indi, Jan. 1971. ･
9.McQpt//,v,e,r. y, R. S.V; ,end'"'Richardson, E. v.1:t "sp"tne Turbulerice Measurem6nts in open‑
Chal.i,hb''1' Flow,!' Prod'. pfl 'the ASCE, Jouxnal pf 'th,.g. IIydraulics Division, No. HYI,

pp.'2gg,‑22,l,,January,19.6.9:,,,‑. ....,.,i.,/･,,' ･,

t /st.t.t. Water," Proc. of the ASCE,
Raichleh, F,.:･ "Some Turbulence'Measurementsin

7

Journa'! of,''the Engineerin･g' Me,chan'ics･PivEi.s"icn,･･No. EM 2, pp. 73‑97, April 1967.

' '; " t'
P. S. EAGLES,ON,･
ttt

‑, Would you like,tQ comme,nt. upon the practical use of this method in the
dete,ction process? ,Several possible uses come to my mind but of course, all

require knowledge of the system fupctiqn. ,
a. Filling in missing,rainf{11 records .
'
b.1 Eva!uating the time,distribution
of rainfall excess
'
tt t.t t

1'.' Can yo'u clarify the procedure used to correct the detected rainfall as

shown in Figures 6a and 6b? ･

2. How representative is the turbulence structure in the river as measured by
the current or propeller meter? What effect does this have on the computation of

the Eulerian timb, scale? '

,.,,.g{,..Wh.a; w,Ru,Sg,?:,;h?.g,fig.c:,of.fi2?:･ gkng(2i:or;},2? g}e,g,iei:g.tl3n.g.n.:?･ ?...,,,

ofrainfallinspace(.or.non‑representativenessoftheraingage)haveonthe ･
entire detectiori process?

J. PAUL R!LEY
rn differentiating measured runoff to estimate rainfall input your model
does not provide for losses and storage changes within the system. Sometimes
tljese losses are significant in both short time and long time events. You night
sg g2efiO:glggg?tion to further generalizing your model b¥ taking into account
yi
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V. YEVJEVICH
The author seems to have reached the conclusion that a much longer time
measurernent of velocities at a point is more irnporttmt for the accuracy of th,e
cornputed river discharge than the number of points measured in a river cross‑
sectional area, From the sarnpling theory, an optimurn must exist between the time
of point velocityimeasurements and the number of points at which velocities are
measured. Ihe time‑,space trade in these measurements that departs from this ‑
optimum should result in a loss of accuracy of the computed discharge.
RESPONSE BY T. KISHI
The response to discussion by V.T. Chow is as fol!ows.
The author presented an approximate expression for TE

TE"(3 'v 4)H/Um ,
where Urn=meanveiocity
H = water depth

The value of mean velocity measured in accordance with the present standard, say
60 sec, would be used as a first approximation for Um in the above expressi6'n, '
However the above expression was derived from the rneasurernents performed in ･
the low water period as stated on page 8 tn hts paper. And the expression of
TE for the high water has not established.

In this meaning, the author agrees that there is a need to establish a
general standard for the measurements of velocity fluctuation.
'
Response on the discussion by J, W.,Delleur. and the seeQnd
questiop ,'･ ･･ ,･ ,

inthediscussionbyC.Kisiel. ..
w

Last year, the author and his colleagues perfonTttid the tiirrbulend'e m'easure‑
ments in open channel flows by the hot tilrn ane'rnoniLeteri;' 'The exper"imenfal ''

conditions are as follows:
Water depth: 5 'V 10 cm ; rne,an ve!o'city: 40 'v 60 cm/sec,

Froude number of flow: O.5 N O.8 ; and flows are all

srnooth turbulence.

According to our experimental result's, the values of the integral time
scale TE were between O.1 and O.2 second and most of the turbulence energy
were contained at frequencies below 1 'V O.S cycles per seeond. This figues of
frequency approximately agree with those obtained from f = O.11TE whieh was '

pointedoutbyProf.De;leur. , .･‑

As potnted out by Professors Delleur and Kisiel the veloeity spectrum
measured by the current meter would not be aceurate in the high frequency bands,
since the current meter is a kind of the cutoff filter for the high frequeney
bands.
However, the author thinks that the use of the current meter is permissible
for the study of the maero structure of turbulence, since the turbulence energy
contained in tbe high frequeney bands is relatively small.
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The response to discussion by P.S. Eagleson is g$ follows.
[l}g･ ･auitl}p. es, Lpenfprrqed･･this calculations･ aim±ng at two'items pointed out by
gi2ggk!,/f,S$.e9.gle2fi:'.k:XgS".grgt/gX.S;XrnSg･,{2E.tg: ::5hzg .t?e.t.::2.:::,i.ai'ed pf

'' :,T,hp,;a.utho'r･p:e,sumes;'･,th.a,t‑･on,e'Qf the reasdns,of this wouldttt
be thw too wide /

Four･iqr, tspeqtrum･ of･ the input･.' Better results in detection pro'eess will be ･
expected if a‑･Jong.en'samplipg interval for thei input data is u'sed instead of thle

hourly rainfall. The author, bastng on the precision of the detected input,
finds a way of the future development of thts method in considerlng the relation‑
ship between the optimum sarnpling interval of the input and the duration time of
the output.
Response to first a,p,d. ‑third.qu,qsei,ons･ i･n discvssion by C. Kisiel;
'

1) In the calculations shown in Figs.6a and 6'b'the valtieS of the runoff
coefficient are given. The corrected values of the detected rainfall were
caiculated by dividing the detected rainfaltl byithe runbff eoeffic'ient.
tlt't 't t' '/ /'tt' 'tt ti
3),.gif‑, n:th,e･, a,naly$‑i$･.of the rurioff',syS2tems'the' Feurier''spedtrti of the imputs are
usgal･ly.･‑far･:wtde,.;than',those .ot;f thd ou;tiput's.'･ ,Conseqa'elntly,･ the 'systems function

is liable to be erroneous in the high frequency bands even when the coross‑
eoyirelatip.mu,･,method･,',is. us'ed･. In't'hisimetining; ･the author thinks' that the use of

the hligh7,cu.e･t.f,ilter such as proposed by Prof.. Delleur is necesi'sary. ' / ,.

RetlP9.IJ.S,,e,,,S,,9･qjf}pussion･byJ..P.･RUey..,.. ･., .･･

tttttt t/tl 1ttt tttt t t

' the calculati'6li i6f' the 'sh6rt terrn runoff, for instant the storm runoff,
in

the definitions of the rainfall loss or the methods of separation of the direet
runoff from the tot41 runoff, ehange the funtiopal form of.the outputs and,
consequentlyi' have e‑ffe'c'ts'oh the results of calcuiationsL This effect will be
appeared mainly in the low frequency bands of the systems function.
,,, I.",.t.he cal,cula,tion,,of･the･ long term 'runoff'the carry:over 6ischarge to the

basin is soptetimes. a difficult. faetor to treat as well as the rainfall losses.

The response to discussion by V. Yevjevich is as follows.
g./.,.'･., ･' '･. . '
As stated by Prof. V. Yevjevich an optimum must exist between the time of
:2::5rVeedl.OCitY ineaSUreiTientS aPd the nurnber of points at which velocities are

ttt tttlt t

'
tt
' both in
'
'However,
in inost cases, velocities in a river section vary gradual!y
transversal･ and vertical directions. So that, the inerease in the number of
points would not improve the precision of the discharge measurements appreeiably･
On considering･the above fact, the author dared to put stress on the
i=portance of thettt
,t.･ime of,p.oint velocity rneasurernents.

't' 't''

tt

'
tt .t /t./..t
t.
'

'. i/r/
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